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THE BG NEWS
Bowling Green, Ohio

Wednesday, February 5,1986

Reagan's address "brief, upbeat'
WASHINGTON (AP) - President
Reagan told Congress last night the
breakdown of the family structure
among America's welfare recipients
has reached crisis proportions and
ordered his administration to devise a
strategy by December to break "the
spider s web of dependency."
While proclaiming "a Great American Comeback" from a land of broken
dreams, Reagan directed new attenItion to social concerns, pledging to
I work with private insurers to develop
I affordable insurance against the costs
| of catastrophic illness.
In a State of the Union address dellayed a week by the explosion of the
I shuttle Challenger, Reagan asked Con-

gress to pause with him to "mourn and
honor the valor of our seven Challenger
heroes." He then delivered, as expected, a relatively brief and upbeat
report on a nation that he said is
"growing stronger every day."
THE PRESIDENT also boosted his
tax reform proposal again and extolled
Congress to cut the federal deficit by
reducing spending. His remarks included an emphatic thumbs-down on
tax increases.
Reagan set no specific guidelines for
reform other than to acknowledge thegovernment's responsibility to "provide shelter and nourishment for those
who cannot provide for themselves."

Reagan also suggested that in his
proposed budget for fiscal 1987, which
he will send to Congress today, several
programs and agencies will be pegged
for sharp funding cuts.
Saying heavy federal deficits cloud
the future, Reagan said, "We cannot
win that race held back by horse-andbuggy programs that waste tax dollars
and squander human potential."
In laying out his hopes to reform
welfare programs, Reagan said: "In
the welfare culture, the breakdown of
the family, the most basic support
system, has reached crisis proportions-in female and child poverty,
child abandonment, horrible crimes

and deteriorating schools," Reagan
said.
"After hundreds of billions of dollars
in poverty programs, the plight of the
poor grows more painful. Reagan
said. But the waste in dollars and
cents pales before the most tragic loss:
the sinful waste of human spirit and
potential."
SAYING "we can ignore this terrible
truth no longer," Reagan ordered his
Domestic Policy Council to report by
Dec. 1 with "a strategy for immediate
action to meet the financial, educational, social and safety concerns of poor
families."
"Despite the pressures of the our

modem world, family and community
remain the moral core of our society,
guardians of our values and hopes for
the future," Reagan said.
Democratic Party leaders, responding to President Reagan's upbeat assessment of the state of the union,
portrayed the president as presiding
over a devastating budget deficit, a
floundering farm economy and a dangerous red-ink foreign trade ledger.
In a reference to the president's State
of the Union theme stressing the American family, the Democrats warned
that Reagan's economic policies will
undermine family stability and independence.

IdSG President
lelivers address
I by Caroline Langer
I staff reporter

The president of the UnderI graduate Student Government
I stressed the importance of comI muni cation in his State of the
I University Address last night.
"Here at BGSU we are lortuInate to have the opportunity to
[voice our needs, concerns and
lopinions," Michael McGreevey,
|USG president, said.
"I encourage all representaItives of the University commuInity to openly lend your ears and
|respect to the voice of student
put," McGreevey said. "I hirer challenge the city of BowlGreen to work with the
udents of the University to
ate a positive environment of
nunlcation and understand4cGreevey said one of last
er's accomplishments for
i was an increase in communication with the student body
1 more cooperation within the
government itself.
He said goals for this semesinclude a continuation of
nt awareness on issues afstudents on the local,
ate and national level and to

Repair
funds
sought
Receiving money from the
tate legislature to improve
chatzel Hall will not only
nvolve making plans for renovation but also some lobby! by the University.
L

For funding to be provided,
t University must convince
j state to give the project a
gh priority rating, Phil Mai executive assistant to
sident Paul Olscamp said.

For the fiscal year 1987I, the Board of Regents
ommended $3.5 million for
atzel Hall renovation, but
lave the project a "quality
'-hancement'' or lower priorI rating, he said.
The University is working
i get the project a higher
-iority rating, Mason said.
The Board of Regents recended $15.6 million dollars for projects rated
Tcritical needs" or high
Iority which include OverHall and Hayes Hall
vations and storage falities at Firelands, he said.
Robert McGeein, director
' capital planning, said that
le University has been try[ to get money to renovate
atzel HaU for 6 to 10 years.
s restrooms in one wing of
building cannot be used
ause the plumbing has
.hesaidT

make the voice of University
students known.
Last semester, USG encouraged the state legislature to
emphasize an increase in student aid, McGreevey said.
This semester USG is working
on the passing of House Bill 257,
which will call for two student
trustees to be placed on the
boards of all Ohio universities,
he said. The student government
is also working to have the competancy of foreign instructors
Because of student requests,
USG insured student addresses
would be returned to phone directories, campus lighting
would be improved and the Action/Reaction program would be
re-implemented to increase student input, he said.
"If we increase our knowledge, understanding, and support of one another, our voice as
students will continue to be listened to as well as heard," he
said.
No members of the University
administration attended the address, nor did any of the student
body.

BG News'Jim Sakola

Step Right Up!
An estimated 600 perspective apartment and home renters attended
the Off-Campus Housing Fair in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom last

night. The fair is designed to give students assistance in offcampus housing decisions before leases they sign leases.

Calendar revisions prove confusing
by Patricia Rltter
staff reporter

Revising the summer calendar has
proved to be confusing task, members of
the Faculty Senate Committee on Academic Affairs said earlier this week.
While this year's calendar has been set,
the committee is attempting to establish
a proposed summer calendar for the next
five years by tomorrow.
Roger Anderson, associate professor of
political science and chair of the committee, said the present calendar is being
revised at the urging of some faculty
members.
However, the revision process isn't as
easy as once believed, Anderson said.
"We have to satisfy so many people
who have so many different needs. Not
everyone is going to be satisfied," he
said.
Harold Lunde, management professor
and member of the committee, called the
revision "a confusing mixed bag."
"There are just so many things-so
many people and departments - to consider,'' he said.
The senators are working with the

office of Continuing Education and Summer Programs, which drew up four options for the summer calendar from
student input.
THE OFFICE distributed surveys in
November to 18,336 students. Only 521, or
2.8percent, were returned.
The most important question, Anderson said, is when to start the summer
sessions. Most of the students - 228, or 43
percent, of them - indicated they wouldfike to start classes the third week in
May. But 188, or 36 percent, said they
would prefer starting classes the second
week in June.
If classes were to begin immediately
following spring commencement, the
Registrar's office, Housing and other
offices would not have much time to
prepare for the summer session, Anderson said.
The University could also lose students, he said, as some entering freshman and graduate students in education
may not be out of school.
Another debated area is the length of
the sessions, Anderson said.

Over half of the students who returned
the survey indicated they would like to
take courses under two five-week sessions. However, some professors are
concerned because they can't teach a
course, particularly a laboratory course,
in five weeks, he said.

sessions overlapping the first five-week
session.
Romana Cromier, dean of Continuing
Education and Summer Programs, said
her office favors Option 4 because it
meets the needs of the largest number of
students.

IN ATTEMPT to satisfy the needs of
most of the departments and students,
the office of Continuing Education and
Summer Programs has offered the following four options to the committee:
• Option 1 is the current summer calander. This year the summer calendar
begins with a pre-session May 19 to June
6, followed by two five-week sessions, an
eight-week session and a 10-week session.
• Option 2 is the current summer calendar with the first session beginning the
third week in May rather than the second
week in June.
• Option 3 is a calendar consisting of two
six-week sessions and an eight-week session.
• Option 4 is a calendar consisting of one
three-week, one eight-week, one 10-week
and three five-week sessions, with only
the second five week and the 10-week

The disadvantages of Option 4, specifically the overlapping ot the sessions,
could be overcome by careful scheduling,
she said.
However. Anderson predicted the committee would come up with a compromise
between Options 1 and 4.
The committee has discussed proposing a calendar with an early eight-week
session, a concurrent three-week session
beginning mid-way into the eight-week
session, followed by two five-week sessions beginning in mid-June, he said.
Anderson said the committee's recommendation will be sent to the Senate
Executive Committee and then to the
Faculty Senate by late March or early
April. If it is approved, it will be sent
University President Paul Olscamp for
his approval.

Home State collaspe ruled unnecessary by panel
COLUMBUS (AP) - A HouseSenate panel capped a $500,000
investigation into the collapse of
Home State Savings Bank yesterday by concluding it was "a
tragedy that did not have to
happen," but finding no fault
with the performance of Gov.
Richard Celeste or bis predecessor.
"It could have been prevented
by more prudent investment
practices on the part of its management and board of directors.
And it could have been mitigated, or perhaps averted, by
more aggressive regulatory action," the Joint Select Commit-

tee on Savings and Loans said in
its report and recommendations
to the General Assembly.
The panel said it had received
no testimony or other evidence
that Celeste had knowledge of
the problem that led to Home
State's collapse.
"I had indicated that if we had
found there was a trail leading
to either one of those governors
we would get them involved,"
said Sen. Richard Flnan, R-Cincinnati, the committee chairman. "I never felt, nor did the
rest of the committee feel, that
we ever came even close to that,
and so consequently that would

have just become, I think, a
political boondoggle."
Although it had been asked by
the Legislature to look into the
question of illegal conduct, the
committee drew no conclusion
in that area because of other
pending investigations.
"Due to the ongoing criminal
investigation ana prosecution,
this committee feels it would be
imprudent to comment on that
portion of the charge dealing
with 'any fraudulent or other
illegal conduct,'" the report
said.
THE COMMITTEE submitted
56 recommendations for legis-

lative action, including the creation of a cabinet-level
Department of Financial Institutions to oversee state-chartered banks, savings and loans,
consumer finance and credit
unions. In addition, the committee recommended:
- Raising salary levels to attract and retain capable people
to serve as Director of Financial
Institutions, superintendents of
the four divisions, examiners
and supervisors;
- Broadening a superintendent's authority to remove officers, directors and senior
management employees of an

institution for involvement in
unsafe and unsound practices;
- Requiring about a half-dozen
existing, uninsured, state-chartered institutions to post conspicuous notices at each
entrance to their business stating accounts are not covered by
any government insurance;"
- Allowing the division to impose per diem penalties against
an institution, its officers or
directors for failure to comply
with a directive, and provide
that any appeal be conducted in
a closed hearing instead of a
public session as now required.

Editorial
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Another step forward

Hergert proves he's for real

The search for missing children is reaching
further with the addition of photos of missing
children on envelopes used by U.S. senators to send
mail home to their constituents. The envelopes are
being printed for use by the Senate as the result of
legislation sponsored by U.S. Senator Howard
Metzenbaum. (R-Ohio).

Editor's note: This is the first
in a two-part series detailing
columnist Hergert's efforts to
prove he really does exist. The
next part will appear tomorrow.

Printing the photos of missing children serves as
an additional means of making the public aware of
theplight of these children and their families.
The use of the envelopes by the senators is
optional and currently] only 5,000 a month are being
printed for use on a trial basis. If the envelopes are
used to answer constituent inquiries they could
reach 20 million people, the amount of mail sent to
constituents by congressmen and senators each
year.
The legislation takes away the restrictions which
said nothing could be added to such mailing
material, but limits what can be printed to photos
of missing children and information about them.
The program deserves to be given a chance, as
past experiences with publicizing the photos and
descriptions of missing children have provided
good results.

The morning light hit me like
the flash of a .45.1 got up slowly
from my booth at Myles,
glanced down at the copy of The
BG News that served as my
blanket. Three pitchers of Michelob dark hadn't changed the
headline any: "Hergert a hoax,
his prof says." A tough thing to
take, non-existence. Especially
on an empty stomach.
The whole sordid affair
swirled through my head. Edwards had claimed that I wasn't
real, that I was fictitious, an
escapee from a collection of
humorous pieces by Garrison
Keillor. It had been a hell of a
way to end a week. I wondered if
this meant I'd have to buy Keillor a Father's Day present.
"Rise and shine!"

A recent television special which featured the
stories of missing children resulted in reuniting two
children with their parents. This included a child
who recognized himself and told his babysitter who
notified the local authorities.
The photos being used are provided by the
National Center for Missing and Exploited Children
and are chosen without bias.
The idea of Congress printing photos of missing
children is not new ana the cost is nominal. For
several years such photos have appeared on congressional newsletters.

It was Margie, a sweet kid,
one of the waitresses at Myles'. I
liked her, but the relationship
was strictly platonic, and I used
to take a couple of swigs of
platonic every morning to keep
it that way.
"I brought you something to
read," she said, with a smile
that made me wish I were still
real.
"Being and Nothingness. Et
hi, Margie?"
"Sorry. I couldn't resist. So
what's it like having someone
accuse you of not existing?"
"Let me see if I can describe it
to you, kid. Have you ever spent
a weekend in Toledo?"
She dropped an empty pitcher.
"It's that bad?!"

Hopefully other congressional and federal agencies which are authorized to print such data on
official envelopes on a voluntary basis will take
advantage of the opportunity to aid in the location
and reuniting of these families.

Bloom to stop temporarily
Owing to injuries sustained when his ultralight aircraft crashed in
New Mexico, syndicated cartoonist Berke Breathed will not be
drawing his popular comic strip, Bloom County, which appears dally
on the editorial page of the News. William Dickinson, editorial
director of the Washington Post Writers Group, which distributes
the strip, said Jan. 24 that Breathed would not be able to return to his
drawing board for at least four weeks.
Appearing in place of Bloom County will be Stu, drawn by Wally
Emerine, a freshman pre-journalism major from Swanton.
Stu will make his first appearance Tuesday, Feb. 11.

by Cralg Hergert

played detective to find out that
I didn't exist. This week it's my
turn. I've got to track me down
and see if I'm really there. I'm
eoing to be a hard man to find,
lit if anyone can find me, I
can."
Margie looked confused. I
headed for the exit.
"Better take this," she said,
handing me the paper. "It's
raining and you don't want your
hat to get too wet before the big
confontation."
"Raining," I sneered. "I
should have known. It always
rains in this genre." And I
headed out.
Fifteen minutes later I stood
outside of what had been, for two
years, my apartment. I rapped
sharply on the door. Hammet,
my bleary-eyed ex-roommate,
opened it and looked at me as if I
were a ghost. Then, with an
existential kind of a look that
said, "Well, life being absurd,
why shouldn't someone who
doesn't exist be standing at my
door at eight in the morning?
he let me in.
"Would you get in here! PeoSile keep calling, asking if you're
or real. What do I tellthem?"
"Tell them the jury's still
out."
"That's what I told them."
"Good work," I said. Hammet
grinned and took a sip from a
Stroll's light.
"At eight in the morning?" I

asked him.
"This whole thing has me
shook," he said. "K you don't
exist, I lose big bucks. You cosigned the lease, you know."
1 smiled. Hammet had a master's in philosophy, but pragmatism had never been a real
concern of his. Until now.
"Don't worry about it. I'm not
going to take this rap lightly. I
didn t complain last year when
Edwards tried to pin that library
fine on me. His plan was foiled
when Dean Miller realized that
I'd never checked out The Conscience of a Conservative by
Barry Goldwater. So I didn't
bother to press charges. But
non-existence. This tune he's
gone too far. So who called?"
"The BG News, constantly.
Don Lee wants to know if you're
going to deliver on this week's
column. Says that if you don't,
he'll be forced to reprint Bill
Melden's commentary on Darwin. And that's not all. If you're
absence is extended, he'll have
to rerun the whole "Modem
Thinkers" trilogy.
My jaw dropped. Up until this
moment, I hadn't realized the
implications of Edwards'
charge. I knew now that more
people than I were affected by
this. Innocent readers were involved now. Hundreds of them.
"I don't care if I turn out not to
be real. Tell Lee he'll get his
column." I went over to the
coffee table, grabbed a pack of

Hammet's Newports, lit one andt,
shoved it in my mouth.
h
"Wrong end," he said. "You.
don't smoke."
"You want the past tense, »
friend," I said, righting the ciga- .
rette. "What have I got to lose?" <"So what do you do now?"
\
"Elementary, my dear Ham- \„
met. I do something else I never,
used to do. I'm going to grab the
bull by the taU and face the"~
problem head on."
v
"You never used to mix meta-""
phors either. I'm worried."
—
I gulped down a cup of java.n
"Don't be," I said. "It's probably just a side-effect. Can I counts.
on you to help me get to the-j
bottom of this?"
h
He crushed his empty beerjy
can and tossed it into the wasteiF
basket. "You know it."
_
"Great. Lend me your trenchcoat, will you?" He ran to his
closet, found the coat and presented it to me. Properly at~tired, I strode toward the door.
"You see what you can dig up
on Garrison Keillor. Get a copy
of that book, what is it? Happy fc,"
Be Here. Nice touch of Irony; <
that title, wouldn't you say?" M
He nodded.
sv
"As for me," I said, 'I've got a"
date at a certain rhetorician's—
office. Got to dash, Hammet." S"
And back into the rain I went _
Hergert, a, teaching fellow fr?'
English who still claims he's*
from Slayton, Minn., is still bcolumnist for The News.
~

mmmmmm
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I pulled myself up from the
booth and donned my hat, the
one I'd bought at an Ann Arbor
Arts Fair back when my existence hadn't been challenged
and my checks were still good.
"It's that bad. It has cleared up
some old question though. Now 1
know why I've always had trouble finding clothes that fit."
Margie wiped off the table
with a move as slick as the
business end of a chrome revolver. "What's next?"
I folded up the newspaper and
tucked it in my inner coat
pocket. "Last week Edwards

Letters
Mail inefficient
Neither sunshine, warmbreeze, nor bright daylight will
?et the mail to the University.
ou may not have noticed the
problem your first or second
Eear here, but if one has been
ving on campus or used the
Univeristy mail service at all for
two years or more, they have
undoubtedly had some type of
problem with its services.
As a junior, I have been unfortunate enough to have had a
number of unpleasant experiences ranging from one to over a
thousand different letters being
poorly handled by our University postal service.
Examples of this inept performance are widespread. During
trie summer of 196 when a set of
1,500 letters was delivered to our
post office to be mailed to incoming freshmen males the letters were forgotten. Forgotten
after the post office had been
informed of the mailing three
weeks in advance and had accepted delivery at the appropriate three days in advance before
the mailing was to be sent.

Our post office had the audacity to tell the mailer that the
letters had gone out on time,
when a week later the entire
mailing was discovered in a
back corner of the post office
room. This problem was supposedly the result of a lack of communication between the director
of the post office and his staff
before the director went on vacation. The director apparently
did not inform his staff of the
mailing before he took off.
Nor is this example uncommon. When another mailing was
sent out at the beginning of this
year to women on campus, the
post office somehow misplaced
the entire residence halls'mail.
Individual letters are at the
mercy of the inept performance
of the post office as well. How
many times has a letter that
your mother sent you on Monday
with money for books not arrived until the following Monday?
As students receive mail later
and later and University colleges must acquire their own
courier services to deliver mail
on campus, the University Post
Office should realize that they
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are grossly inefficient. As a
United States Post Office they
are expected to have an efficiently run operation. Some kind
of action must be taken so students and faculty alike can rely
on a competent University
Postal Service.
D. Tanner Chilton
206 Delta Tau Delta

No longer 'cool'
to criticize U.S.
David Schmidt has written
two articles in the past week
that have left me completely
incensed. I think everyone had
enough of the trend of badmouthing the United States during the 60's and 70's. It is no
longer "cool" or even acceptable to put down the country we
live in. The limit placed upon the
number of words that I'm allowed to use will not allow me to
state all of my grievances so I
will just state one.
In Schmidt's article "Space
Program a Futile Folly" (Jan.
31), he mentions the disaster in
Bogota in which 25,000 people
died. According to Schmidt we,
the American people, "shook it
off in 15 minutes". If we did
Indeed "shake it off" why were
we one of the first nations (if not
the first) to send aid? We are
always among the first nations
to send aid in time of need.

Respond
The BG News editorial
page is your campus forum.
Letters and guest columns
should be typewritten, double-spaced and signed. Your
address and phone number
must be included.
77K? News reserves the
right to reject submissions
that are in bad taste, malicious or libelous and all submissions are subject to
condensation.
Please address submissions to:
Editorial Editor
TtwBGNewi
211 West Hall
■t

Mexico's earthquake and famine in Ethiopia are examples.
But when was the last time
someone came to the aid of the
United States? When an earthquake destroyed San Francisco
or when America suffered its
Great Depression, who helped
us? No one. We were always left
to fend for ourselves.
Most of Schmidt's complaints
seem to be true of mankind as a
whole and not just flaws of the
United States. In the future I
wish he would leave his criticism (legitimate or not) directed at mankind exclusively,
and leave our great land alone.
Donald Hubschman
340 Chapman

Insensitive column
The lack of sensitivity and
complete disregard for the crew
of the Challenger shown by David Schmidt in his article.1
"Space program a futile folly,'
(Jan. 31) has left me feeling
frustrated and insulted.
It is ridiculous of him to accuse all Americans of being callous and egotistical. All life is
precious. To say we brushed off
the tragic deaths of 25,000 Colombians in 15 minutes is baseless, and if anything egotistical,
on his part. Tears are shed for
all those who lose their lives. I
feel equally bad at the loss of
every loving, searching, dreaming person, no matter where
they live or from what political
or economic background they
come from.
As far as the futility of the

space program is concerned, I
would like to ask Schmidt where
he thinks we might be without
the dreamers and doers among
us? Maybe he would be happy
thumping a club inside of a cave.
I feel that be has joined the
ranks of those absurd mumblers
who for centuries have tried,
unsuccessfully, to squash the
human desire for truth, knowledge and adventure. There were
many who urged Columbus not
to sail off the edge of the earth,
and Galileo was imprisoned for
much of his life for daring to
push the realms of human
knowledge a bit further.
Schmidt seems to suggest that
humans should sit tightly, In
their well-defined limits of
planet Earth, and not even consider the possibilities of outer
space. Humans have a need to
push themselves ever further in
the quest for knowledge, even if
that means facing danger and
death. We all benefit from those
who dare to see their dreams
through.
Sherri Hosieni
P.O. Box 923
Bowling Green

Fraternity show
was a racist act
I recently became aware of an
incident that occured at a recent
rush party given by Theta Chi
fraternity. A young man I know
who bad attended the function
told me of the incident. He said
the brothers of the fraternity
donned blackface and per-

BLOOM COUNTY
cmm cousmi /
pemyimoMP-w
m atom new
mfOKmso.. -a

formed some type of minstre
show. This was verified by J
representative of Theta Chi di
ing a recent meeting of the '
terfraternity Council.
I believe that I speak not onlj
for my fraternity, not only fo>
black greek organizations, bu,
for the entire black student pop,
ulation, when I say that tin
incident should be condemne
by the University, including sut
pension of the organization as
recognized student group.
During this time in which th
University has made a new con
mitment to encourage culture
pluralism and racial undef
standing, an organization whic
fosters and encourages parti'
pation in acts of racial degrad
tion, and promotes the
stereotypes which blacks hav
fought so long to overcorm
should not be recognized by th
University as a student group.
Theta Chi should be set up
an example, that in no way
this University support or ti
ate such acts of racial slande
In so doing the University wo
reaffirm its commitment
achieving its goals of racial
deratandlng and cultural plu.
lism. I encourage all facul
students and staff who feel t
need to put an end to such acts
racism to express their conce
to Greek Life office.
Richard L.I
Black Greek Cornel

by Berke
OH'mtUi.'
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Olscamp visits alumni chapters

St. Aloysius struggles
President travels throughout U.S. to strengthen ties to keep costs down
by Patricia Ritter
stall reporter

The University's ties with its
Alumni Associations are growing stronger, University President Paul Olscamp said last
week.
He attributes this, in part, to
his recent visits to many of
them.
Olscamp returned to the University last week after visiting
Alumni Associations in Dallas,
Houston, Fort Myers, Tampa
and Atlanta in January. Prior to
that, he traveled to Chicago,

Phoenix, San Francisco and
Seattle.
The president said the reasons
for his visits are three-fold: raising funds for the 75th Anniversary, informing the Alumni
Associations about the advances
of the University and establishing new alumni chapters.
"If Bowling Green is going to
become a nationally recognized
university it has to have strong
Alumni Associations," he said.
The University has 35 Alumni
Associations throughout the
country and numerous chapters
in Ohio. Los Angeles has the
potential to be one of the largest

chapters, as over 2,000 University alumni reside in that area,
he said. Olscamp said he is
planning to visit there in March.
Larry Weiss, vice president of
alumni affairs - alumni and development, who accompanied
the president on his December
trips, said the visits were used
as a tool to promote the University and to solicit funds.
WHILE THE PRESIDENT
didn't directly receive any large
monetary pledges during his
visits, Weiss said he is confident
many pledges will result later
from the trips.
"We don't go and hit them

(alumni) up for money right
away," Weiss said. "We let
them know where BG has moved
and the steps it hopes to make in
the future. Then we exhibit and
express our financial needs."
The University's fund-raising
goal is $12.5 million for the 75th
Anniversary Fund project. Latest figures show the University
has raised about $7.88 million in
gifts and pledges.
Besides meeting the goal, Olscamp said he hopes each Alumni
Association will give an endowment for a scholarship as part of
the fund-raising campaign.

House Bill may affect construction bonds
by Julie Fauble
staH reporter

The tax-exempt status of bills
sold to fund construction and
renovation on Ohio campuses
may be affected by House Bill
The bill is retroactive to January 1, 1986 and could affect a
$110 million capital improvements bond issue of the

Board of Regents. The issue
would fund the construction and
renovation of buildings on state
university campuses, Phil Mason, executive assistant to President Olscamp, said.
The bill, which has not passed
the U.S. Senate, would cause
bond issuances to lose taxexempt status if more than $10
million or 10 percent of the issue
is used for "non-essential" func-

tions.
Programs are non-essential if
the proceeds of the bonds are
used by persons other than a
qualified governmental unit.
If more than $10 million from
that bond issue goes to projects
that are classified non-essential,
the whole issue would lose its
tax-exempt status, Mason said.
THE UNIVERSITY will be
lobbying against this bill be-

cause the present tax-exempt
status of the bonds make them
attractive to investors.
"It (the bill) could cause the
bonds that are sold to be less
attractive and more difficult to
sell," Mason said.
Bob McGeein, director of capital improvements, said that the
University does not have any
projects that would be considered non-essential.

HglllilgggBGSU Ski Club
Blue Mountain Canada Trip
on February 7 - 9th

Payments Due Tonight! $110
8:00 p.m., 070 Overman
Brand New Ski Film Tonight!
Blue Mountain Sign-ups Taken at Meeting

Attention

percent of the salary they
would receive if employed by
the public schools.

by Ron Coulter
staH reporter

Bowling Green's only Catholic elementary school enters
national Catholic School
Week with steady enrollment
despite rising tuition, according to the school's principal.
''We do struggle for finances," Sister Maria Goretti
of St. Aloysius Catholic
School, said."But that's nothing new. Catholic schools
have always had that problem."
"Each year we try different
ideas to keep tuition costs
within the budgets of the parents," she said
Tuition this year is $350 per
student. The average cost of
each student's education is
$1300. The difference, about
75 percent of the total cost, is
made up by other sources.
"People in the parish subsidize part of the cost. We also
receive subsidies from fund
raisers and state programs.
Ohio is one of the tew states
that provides funds for Catholic schools," she said.
In addition, the school receives volunteer help, and
teachers are paid about 80

TERRI KALA, a fourth
grade teacher at St. Aloysius,
said the pleasures of working
at the school outweigh the
monetary benefits of teaching
in a public school.
"I really get a lot of support
from the parents ana the
other people on the staff.
There are a lot of close
friendships on the staff and
the parents are always cooperative," Kala said.
Goretti said 250 students
are enrolled at St. Aloysius.
"We started a Montessori
pre-school about four years
ago and that brought the enrollment up somewhat. On
the whole, the enrollment has
been stable since then," she
said.
And for parents having
problems meeting the cost of
sending their children to the
school, arrangments can be
made.
"The school's philosophy is
that any student that wants
an education here is never
turned away," Goretti said.

ALL BGSU
GROUPS ANO
ORGANIZATIONS

Those wanting space in the 1986 KEY must
call T. Parker: 354-1717 or the KEY office:
372-8086 by Fri., Feb.7

DON'T BE LEFT OUT!

Casino in the
Grand Ballroom

DON'T
MISS
THIS!

New Orleans Dinner
Feb. 6 — Pheasant Room
Mardi Gras
Feb. 8 — Union
8 p.m. — Midnight

it
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Student to attend N.Y. seminar

Auction proceeds
to 'Go-Fer' charity

by Matt Wlnkeljohn
reporter

by Malinda Null
reporter
Students who find themselves missing Mom's chocolate chip
cookies and the comforts of home, have the opportunity to
purchase the item or service they miss without leaving campus.
The Commuter Off-Campus Organization is sponsoring a GoFer Sale today. Various items and services will be auctioned off
and the proceeds will be donated to the Special Olympics. The
sale will take place from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the main lounge of
the Off-Campus Student Center in Moseley Hall.
Wendy Pool, COCO activity chairman, said any student can
volunteer a service, which may include typing a paper, washing
a car or making a home cooked meal. The sevices of these
people will be auctioned off.
Buyers will not know the type of service that they are
receiving, only the person's identity, Pool said.
Ellen Bean, assitant director, said the sale has been held for
at least eight to 10 years. In the past, services such as massages,
cookies and meals have been offered.
The goal this year is to raise more than $800 for Special
Olympics.

A University student will soon
find herself brushing elbows
with leading experts from the
worlds of electronic media and
finance.
•
Kim Toth junior radio television and film major, will be
attending the 14th Annual Faculty/Industry Seminar and College Conference Feb. W. The
seminar will be centered in Rye,
New York with two days spent Feb. 6-7 - at New York City's
Waldorf-Astoria Hotel.

Toth said the seminar is designed to help form a closer link
between the academic world
and the telecommunications industry by offering a forum
where ideas and information
may be exchanged. She said she
is happy with the format of the
seminar and looks forward to
the experience.
"I'm very excited. I stand to
profit from the seminar, but I
think WFAL will be all the better
as well. I will be able to gain a
realistic idea of how things work
in large market areas and bring
that knowledge back to the station," she said.

Toth, general manager of AM
680 WFAL, is one of 30 juniors
and seniors chosen. All are
studying communications at various colleges around the country. In addition to the students,
75 faculty members will participate.

THE OVERALL theme of this
year's conference is the financial upheaval in the communications industry which has
resulted in numerous mergers,
acquisitions and threatened unfriendly takeovers.

The seminar is funded by the
International Radio and Television Foundation. The IRTS, in
its 47th year, is an organization
of over 1,800 professionals in
radio, television, cable, broadcast advertising and related
areas.

"Through research I can see
this is a problem that will continue to plague our industry. As
future leaders we have to be
aware of what is going on so we
will better be able to deal with
it," Toth said.
At the conference. Wall Street

Buy your sweetie a

e»W «nrw
*6f*-ytrjWfD**o off>*'*"

Sponsored by UAO in cooperation with
The Balloon man, 352-6061

0«rW

■"l t \*^<l«.»-.| HTM.!

Ventian Court Resort
Apartments
63 Isle of Venice
*r
Fort Lauderdale. Fla. 33301
Tel. (305) 525-2223 — call collect
Students welcome for Spring Break '86. Apartments,
efficiencies and hotel rooms to accommodate two to ten
persons, all around $20 per person per night. Barbecues,
laundry, pool, maid service.

Call the RSA Issues hotline

♦A

372-8165

association
Undergraduate Student Government

The students will also partici- "
pate in a training program at 6
Communispond Inc., where they r
will practice their presentation C
skills on camera and review
their performances during video h
playback.
L,

Kim Toth

It's a silver and red heart-shaped balloon.
Cost is $1.50 which includes free delivery
on campus on Feb. 14. Buy one now
through Friday, 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. in the
Union Foyer while supplies last.

- fJW Mw -

After the scheduled conferences, the students will remain
in Rye for the annual college
conference.
They will receive advice and

counseling on a range of sub- "
iects such as career moves, in-d£
terview techniques and ways to it
improve their chances for suc-i
cess within the communications »
field, she said.
a
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analysts and several panels of
industry experts will discuss
this phenomenon from various
perspectives. The students and
faculty will then divide into
groups and attempt to solve
real-world acquisition problems.

Hotline hrs: Monday and Wednesday !
4 p.m.-5 p.m.
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RAP WITH YOUR REP

UNIVERSITY VILLAGE
& UNIVERSITY COURTS
APARTMENTS

Your USG reps will be in these locations at 6:30 today
District 1 (Offenhauer, Mac N and E) - In MAC EAST
District 2 (Sorority row, Prout, Mac W, Trcadway, Harshman) - In MAC WEST
District 3 (Lowry, Mooney, Kohl, Rodgers, Old Frat Row, KE, EAE) - in KOHL HALL
District 4 (New Frat Row, Harshamn Quad) - In BR0MFIELD
District 5 (Conklin, Kreischer Quad) - In BATCHHELDER
Off Campus Student Reps - In OFF-CAMPUS CENTER

Corner of Clough 8 Mercer (Behind Wendy's)
THE MOST CONVENIENT LOCATION IN TOWN I ClOSE TO REC CENTER. MOVIE THEATRES.
INTRAMURAL FIELDS, FRATERNITY ROW, BANK. FAST FOODS. AND ICE ARENA

*Gos heat, hot water and cooking
Included. Tenant pays electric only
(small monthly electric bill)
'Spacious 2 bdrm. apts. furnished
•fast dependable. 24 hr maintenance

If you have a problem or concern - your rep is available

USG is the student government
that begins with you I

*ln house laundry centers
'Plenty of storage area
'Now accepting applications for
summer and next fall

Rental Office located in Amherst Village
1520 Clough Phone 352-0164
(Behind Wendy's)

Office Hrs.
9-5 Mon-Fri
10-2 Sat

>tototeitot0n»f0*e>fo*&totc>t&tc>to*o>*o*o*o*OKaio*oto*oto*,
t:::::::::::::**:*^^

»&

ENJOY GOOD LIVING IN "86 WITH
PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
835 High St. - Rental Office
Located at Cherry-wood Health Spa
9:00 - 4:30

Phone 352-9378

HAVEN HOUSE
PIEDMONT - 8th & HIGH ST.
BIRCHWOOD PLACE - 650 SIXTH ST.
SMALL BLDGS. - MANVILLE BETWEEN
6th & 7th
707 SIXTH ST.
818 SEVENTH ST.

Monday - Friday

1
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g
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2 bedroom-carpeted & furnished
Gas heat - gas cooking
(Landlord pays gas)
Laundry areas in each building
Residents pay only electric
Lots of closet space
1 1/2 bath

g-v
x
~
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Special Features

• Sun lamps
• Metos Sauna

© (5 © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © © ©

Features:

All residents will be granted membership to the Health Spa. A new facility which has
been built features the following:
• Hydro Spa Whirlpool
• Indoor HMIMJ Pool

W

• Shower Massoge
• Complete Exercise Facilities and Equipment

Other Rentals
Houses, Efficiencies; 1 bdrm.
Furnished & Unfurnished

CHI OMEGA

is proud to announce
its newly initiated members
Lori Chambers
Colleen Walsh
Debra Sue Krenk
Jodi Jirlk
Tracy Greul
Diane Nilges
Marybeth Musselman
Pam Howard
Kelly Pauley
Lisa Nesler

Sherry Strohs
Theresa Garner
Cindi Wilcox
Patty Booney
Ami Beckett
Julie Doran
Sue Muller
Julie Hancy
Krisse Blenkhorn

O
£)

Congratulations to our model initiate
Rhonda Hlna

£,
£,

We're all proud of you, our new initiates,
and also our V.I.P.'S

©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©©(f
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News Briefs

Celeste selects running mate

Spacecraft scans comet

Dissident will cost U.S.

MOUNTAIN VIEW, Calif. (AP) - The Pioneer
space probe came nearer to Halley's comet yesterday than any spacecraft before scanning the
comet with an ultraviolet device from about 24
million miles away, NASA officials said.
Pioneer was taking pictures "16 to 20 hours a
day to give a timed history of the comet at closest
approach to the sun," said Peter Waller of NASA's
Ames Research Center. "They'll be able to see
changes from hour to hour."

HAMBURG, West Germany (AP) - The Soviet
Union has demanded about $2 million for the
release of Soviet dissident Anatoly Shcharansky
as part of an East-West prisoner exchange, the
B/W newspaper reported yesterday.

The probe, over 72 hours, is to take 20,000
pictures of the comet's 20-million-mile-long tail,
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
officials said.
The comet was much brighter yesterday than it
was a month ago, said Ian Stewart of the University of Colorado at Boulder, the lead scientist in
the project. But he said the change wasn't surprising because the comet is so much closer to the sun.

The Hamburg-based mass circulation newspaper on Sunday was the first to report a prisoner
swap was in the making. U.S. ana West German
government sources since have said the exchange
is expected to take place next week on a Berlin
bridge.

The comet is to reach the point in its orbit
nearest the sun - 54.45 million miles from the
sun - on Sunday.

NASA curtails search

Manson denied parole

CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP) - NASA yesterday severely cut back a search of the ocean
surface that has yielded only one-tenth of Challenger's wreckage, shifting its emphasis to the
"relatively slow and arduous search of the ocean
bottom."

SAN QUENTIN, Calif. (AP) - Mass murderer
Charles Manson had his sixth bid for parole
rejected yesterday after he made a surprise
appearance before the board and made a rambling statement that if released, he might go to
Libya or Iran.
A three-member panel of the state Board of
Prison Terms met privately for about 30 minutes
before announcing Manson was unsuitable for
parole from his life sentence for the slayings of
actress Sharon Tate and six other people 15 years
ago. They set his next hearing for the maximum
period of three years.
Loretta Collier, panel chair, said the parole was
denied to Manson because of the "cold-blooded
and senseless murders"; his violent childhood;
his prison behavior; and a psychiatric evaluation
that showed he is a potentially violent schizophrenic.

The Washington Post reported yesterday that
seconds before the shuttle exploded, Mission Control computers recorded a series of problems, but
they were not displayed on ground controllers'
consoles in time to save the astronauts.

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA,
NATIONAL LEADERSHIP
HONOR SOCIETY,
APPLICATIONS FOR
MEMBERSHIP ARE
AVAILABLE IN THE
FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
U.A.O. Office
110 Administration Bldg.
Student Activities &
Orientation Office

United Way
of Great**' Toledo

TRANSMISSION

RADIATOR — BRAKES
Engine Tune

352-6966
j«

95 £

Tran»mli»lon

p,^
fluid

Pr»v«*itotlv«
Maintenance

■§•

EARL BROS.
90 Day.
Sam. A«
Coth w/
Approval

*™
S. Maple
50 yn.
Experience

GKUulnL 1/PU
Reggae Band

FREE TRIP FOR 4
TO FLORIDA
No other Florida deal comes close!!
All you have to do is attend BG Basketball games:
Feb. 5 • Central Michigan ■ stuff your entry into the box and win!
Feb. 15 • Toledo -1,000 FREE tubes of Hawaiian Tropic
Feb. 22 • Kent St. • 1,000 Rocky Rococo Sun Visors
1,000 Old Milwaukee Can Coolers
Mar. 1 • Miami • Beheading Freddie & Freida
Retiring Nate Thurmond's Jersey '
FLORIDA FLYAWAY WINNER DRAWN
You must attend games to enter, so be there. Better yet bring some friends because...

THE FLORIDA FLYAWAY IS NOW A TRIP FORM
DETAILS AT MEMORIAL HALL TICKET OFFICE

VALENTINE'S DAY
special for your valentines
by placing Valentine messages
in

Op*n Mon. 11-7; Tuei.-Fri. 11-5; Sot. 10-4

THE BG NEWS
This Valentine's Day,
go all out

1

Fri., February 14

Go ahead, show that special

someone how much you
care by sending the FTD®
Hearts 'n' Flowers" Bouquet.
A beautiful arrangement
in an impressive
psake caddy. It's
so easy. Just call

your FTD Florist.
Go ahead. Do
something really
exciting!

$5.00 each
Limited number available
DEADLINE: Wod.t Feb. 12. 4 p.m.
Valentine messages must be
submitted in person or by using the
classified mail-in form — back page
214 West Hall

VALENTINE'S WEEK IS FEBRUARY 9-15.
•HsgaHrad tradtrnvti FTOA.

Commons
FREE

'The picture that appeared in yesterday's BG News ad was not Bob Marley
■«MWBWiB»iiiiwMiiiwwiiiiiwiwiiiiiuiiriiiiiiiiMti»i»iiiiiit«iMiintm»»niBi«wiiww<ii«»«iiwiniiiiii

Unbelievable Savings!!

131 W. Woostor. B.G. 352-6264

„J..J..}..J..;..J..J..;..J..;.*.J. N.E.

Sponsored by the Caribbean Association and the Black Student Union

ON '85 BICYCLE MODELS
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The mayor also knows the
importance of close ties between
state and local government in an
era of decreasing federal aid,
Celeste said.

A BLACK HISTORY MONTH EVENT

FINAL CLEARANCE

Watch for our biggest selection ever
of 1986 Trek. Fuji 8 Nishiki Bicycles!
SAVINGS FOR EARLY SHOFKtS!

making the right things happen
for Jobs here. Celeste saicf

•Reggae King
•Rastaman
•International Hero
•Dreadlock Man
•African
9:00 p.m.
with

. . . Anticipating th» arrival of
1986 Trek, Fuji » Nishihi Bicycles

"Layaway-till-Spring" available

cause Celeste would run a forward-looking campaign.
"He brings considerable experience in both state and local
f;overnment and recognized
eadership here in Dayton in
tackling the problems of diversifying the economic base and

BOB MARLEY TRIBUTE

However, in a telex sent to news media yesterday, Bi/dsaid it had learned that "Moscow is now
demanding about 5 million marks ($2 million) for
Soviet regime critic Shcharansky." It said the
demand was "completely unexpected."
The newspaper added that Jewish groups in
Antwerp, Belgium, and the United States are
ready to raise the money for his release.
Bild said, however, the Kremlin refused to
consider an offer for the release of Nobel Peace
Prize winner Andrei Sakharov.

Chief objects of the search are the crew compartment, with its cockpit voice recorder and
electronics that monitor and record spacecraft
systems, and the right booster rocket that has
emerged as the primary suspect in the catastrophe.

DAYTON (AP) - Gov. Richard Celeste announced yesterday that Dayton Mayor Paul
Leonard would be his lieutenantgovernor running mate in this
year's election campaign. Leonard, flashing a W for victory
sign, said he accepted only be-

Sports
BG battles for second
by Paul SIM
sports reporter
If Bowling Green's women's
basketball team expects to regain first place in the Mid-American Conference, it has to get
past Central Michigan today at
Anderson Arena.
Both teams sport 8-2 MAC
records, and share second place
behind league-leading Ohio (91).
BG defeated the Chippewas
earlier this season, 53-52, on a
last second shot by Rhonda
Moore. This time around promises to be much of the same.
"We did a good job of defensing Centra! in the first game,"
BG coach Fran Voll said. "But
they didn't have (Betsy) Yonkman at full strength, either.
With her in there, it makes them
even stronger; kind of puts a
new wrinkle in things."
Yonkman leads CMU in scoring, averaging 15.5 points a
game. The senior forward also
averages 6.6 rebounds per contest.
Latanga Cox and Nancy Melisa help bolster the Chip' front-

three, averaging 12.9 and 5.9
ppg, respectively. Cox leads
CMU in the rebounding department, averaging 9.3 per game.
JOELYN SHOUP crashes the
boards for BG, averaging 10.3
rpg. The Falcon captain averages 8.8 ppg, and seems to be
back in full form after her midseason ankle injury.
"We use Jo more in practice,
and she keeps improving," Voll
said. "I don't think she's had the
big game that we know she's
capable of having."
Jackie Motycka goes into the
"matChip" averaging 16.6 ppg.,
with 7.1 rpg.
BG's Stephanie Coe has bolstered her rebounding average
in the last two contests. The
senior grabbed nine caroms
against Ball State, and another
rune at Western Michigan. Coe
poses more of a threat from the
floor though, averaging 12.2 ppg.
The Chippewas showcase
Jody Beerman (14.2 ppg.) and
Molly Picke (3.6) in
backcourt.
The Falcons counter with
Rhonda Moore (14.8), and Sheri

Honors Student Association
4th Annual

Weary cagers host Chips

Voyles (3.7).
Paulette Backstrom continues
to let her presence be known,
averaging 4.7 ppg from the point
guard position.

by Ron Fritz
assistant sports editor

For Bowling Green's men's
basketball team, the road to
the Mid-American Conference tournament began Jan. 8
with a 68-67 overtime win
over Central Michigan in
Mount Pleasant, Mich.
The Falcons can come one
step closer to the tourney in
Rockford, 111., with a victory
tonight when they host the
Chippewas in Anderson
Arena at 8.
BG, who was struggling
with a 1-9 overall record and
0-2 MAC mark when they first
met CMU, beat the Chippewas when sophomore forward
James Tvler scored on a
layup at the buzzer.
Since that game, the Falcons have gone 4-3 in the
league and have moved into a
tie for fourth place. CMU sits
alone in the MAC basement
with a 2-8 record.
BG is at a point in the
season where all games are
important, but coach John
Weinert said he is even more
concerned with this game.
"I just hope we take CMU
for real," weinert said. "I'm
expecting a really tough
game."
AFTER A 90-82 victory
over Western Michigan last
Saturday, the Falcons topped

"CENTRAL HAD a five-game
winning streak before the Ohio
game (CMU lost 88-83), and
they've been playing real well,"
Voll said. "They're thinking
they will have to play hard,
especially being on the road
after their loss.
The key for BG lies in its
shooting percentage. Against
WMU Saturday, the Falcons hit
just 37 percent from the field.
"Our shooting problem was
limited to certain areas," Voll
said. "But if we're fifth in the
conference in field goal percentage, we can't be doing much
wrong."
The Falcons are shooting 46
percent from the field, and 67
percent from the foul line.
Motycka and Backytrom lead
BG in the percentage department, shooting 52 and 50 percent, respectively.
The game is set for a 5:30 tipoff at Anderson Arena.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

TUITION RAFFLE
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PEOPLE IN LOVE

r»
Win the ctsh equivalent of
one lemester's in-siate. undergraduate instructional fee.
--$790.00 -- or one of ihree
<SS0) book scholarships.

SAY TBETERWrHA
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BANNERGRAM

(419) 354-3977

_

$O95

Tickets available February 320 from aoy Honors Student,
the Honors Program Office
(2)1 Administration Bldg. 372-8202). and at tables
across campus.

V

Eastern Kentucky 61-60 Monday for their second straight
win. But the triumph over the
non-conference Colonels may
have taken its toll on BG.
"I really would feel a lot
better if we hadn't played
Monday," Weinert said. 'fWe
are tired. We were flat Monday because we were physically and emotionally tired.
We may have reached an
emotional peak at Western."
However, playing tired
may have been the best medicine for sophomore forward
Anthony Robinson.
After struggling most of the
season, Robinson played his
best game of the year against
the Broncos. He scored 13
Glints, pulled down a careergh 12 rebounds and dished
out five assists. Against EKU,
Robinson scored game-high
20 points and grabbed seven
caroms.
"Anthony just played two
marvelous games," Weinert
said. "They were typical An-

thony Robinson games. When
we needed a key rebound or
bucket, he did it."
While Robinson's performances were a bit of a surprise, the play of junior
forwad Jim Smith and senior
guard Brian Miller hasn't
been as unexpected. Miller
continues to lead BG with an
18-point average and Smith is
averaging 16.8 points per
game and six rebounds.
"MILLER AND Smith have
been carrying their team,"
Chippewa coach Charlie
Coles said. "They are two of
the better players in the
league."
Coles, in his first year as
head coach at CMU, can also
boast two of the top players in
the MAC - sophomore Dan
Majerle and junior Ervin
Leavy. Majerle is second in
the league with a 20.6 scoring
average and Leavy is sixth
with a 17.6 average.
"Majerle is a great
Q See Cagers, page 7.
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MID AM MANOR
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• SI per iKket or six tickets for

«.

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

Proceeds go to the J. Robert
Bashorc Scholarship Fund.

325 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402

(Across from Taco Bell)

YOU.TOO.CAN BE"IN THE MONEY"!
Sponsored by The Copy Shop

SEND A MESSAGE
TO A LOVED ONE
FARAWAY CALL
iORDER TODAY

BANNERGRAMS UP TO 15' LONG SB 95 TO S17 95
FOR LAMINATED ORDERS ADO $10 95

DESIGNATED DRIVER BARTICfttNT

HOWARD'S
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CHARLESTOWN
APAPTMFNTS

1 or 2 bedroom, unfurnished, gas heat
& water included, air conditioning

i Drawing February 26, 3:30
p.m.. Falcon's Nest. University Union. Winners need not
be present

ry.
1<.

"I just hope we stay in the game with
BG. They are better than the first time we
played them. They are just playing great I «
in the MAC."
— Charlie Coles, CMU basketball coach it

Choose from choice apartments within
walking distance to campus—summer
1986 and 1986-87 school year:

All currently registered BCSU
udents eligible including
'ull-timr and part-time undergraduates and graduate students, and graduating
seniors.

1

18
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'Dynasty must endure test of time
Sideline
by BUI Vojta
guest columnist

When the Chicago Bears
culminated their great season
by destroying New England in
Super Bowl XX, many said the
Bears would be the next dynasty
in the NFL.
Realistically, all the Bears
have to do is look at the last socalled dynasty team, the San
Francisco 49ers, to see that
sometimes "dynasties" may

only last a year.
The 49ers dominated 1904 like
the Bears did in 1965, each
sported an 18-1 record. But this
year, the 49ers struggled all
season and were quickly
bounced in the wild-card game
by the New York Giants. So
much for a dynasty.
A dynasty is a team that
consistently makes the playoffs
year after year and is always a
threat to win the Super Bowl.
Over a 10-year period, the top
six teams In football record-wise
are Dallas (107-42), Los Angeles
Raiders (103-46), Miami (10147), Washington (95-54), Denver
(94-55) and Pittsburgh (94-55).
Combined, these six teams have
won the Super Bowl twelve

The 49ers dominated 1984 like the Bears
did in 1985 ... But this year, the 49ers
struggled all season ... So much for a
dynasty.

teams change drafting
philosophies and never seem to
develop a blueprint for a winner.
This lack of patience Is the main
reason why some teams can't
get off the losing treadmill.

seasons are Tampa Bay (46102), New Orleans (51-98),
Buffalo (54-95), Indianaplois (5692) and Kansas City (5M1).
These five teams have never
played in a Super Bowl and
rarely make an playoff
appearance.
Losing teams have their own
set of characteristics - unstable
organizations, frequent
coaching changes and inept
drafting. With different coaches
coming in every few years,

FOR ISM. the Bears face a
tough road to repeat as Super
Bowl champs. Losing
defensivecoordinator Buddy
Ryan to Philadelphia has sot to
hurt the best defense in the NFL.
Other questions plague the
Bears as well. Can Chicago play
with the same type of intensity it
showed last season? Will Jim
McMahon be able to stay in one
piece for an entire year? Can the
aging Walter Payton still be a
dominating running back?

times.
WINNING TEAMS always
seem to have a few
characteristics in common. The
most important factor in a
winning team is the
organization. A good front office
is usually stable, has the same
bead coach for years and
aneffective drafting and
scouting system.
On the other end of the
spectrum, the five worst teams
in football over the last 10

Cagers
D Continued from page 6.
player," Weinert said. "We
have to contain him. If we let
him get 30 points, we'd better
stop the rest of his teammates."
Coles said he isn't hoping for
I too much from his team.
"I just hope we stay in the
game with BG," Coles said.
"They are better than the first
I time we played them. They are
just playing great in the MAC.
"BG is getting contributions
from the whole teamoaching."
However, Coles isn't worried
I about what the Falcons do as
I much as what his own team
I does.
"We have to play good deI fense and concentrate,''he said.
| "We may try to get out and
Ifastbreak on them, but that deI pends on our rebounding."

AMERK3W

7HCUI6'4,

Young Concert Artist series
presents
soprano

DAWN UPSHAW
Tfa—Mfpf—ImUmtt inu.m"

.;, 7^9

A
Dart League
"now forming"

pr^

SgniipatPUKCP*?
akesMop , %»
i 131W. WooW 352-6264 I

WHO 01M1» NBM| U»t«l*K
MMHBM OBOI Yoev Seen Pntne,
m Pad A. M MMM M* "a1 mmm oem
Wtdtoday, Frtnury 5 al 8 p ■
BryinRecllalH.il
Noon MOIICJI Am Outer
All teiU 15 Cll: 372-8171
Boi Office opawttUip
10:30 an. 2:30 pa

352-3551

Large Pizza — 1 item — $5.00
Wednesday & Thursday

THE MINI MALL BEAUTY SALON
Located at 190 S. Main
352-7638

February 6,10 a.m/12 noon
Kobacket Hall -Free!

i ^*. V-^r^l'Brm

^-'l

UibduabBGSUadaaSI
AaMb Ffbmy 5 ■ 7:45 im I Kobacke Lotty.
HMaUKSUIDieiM.

Guys and Gals Haircuts
only *6
Includes wet and dry cuts

:'/>/ ///vW*,///''/«ww' '//^//fMv«MKi

Call us about our excellent Perm specials

Our Talent Goes To Your Head

Position Available:

Meadowview Courts

Director of Programming
for RSA

A cuddly bouquet
for Valentine's Day.
The Teletlora Cupid Bear" Bouquei
A detachable plush bear thai hugs
a big red heart filled with flowers
and says I love you on
Valentines Day and forever
We can wire it anywhere m
theUSA and Canada
Or deliver it anywhere
in town

906 Napoleon

=»«=

Jfc

Apartments
Furnished efficiency
$225.00
Landlord pays gas, heat
shared electric

One bdrm. furnished
$270.00
includes utilities

Two bdrm. furnished
$270.00
plus gas & electric

Two bdrm. unfurnished
$265.00
plus gas & electric

It can be found in Madrid, Spain!
Dates: June 1 to August 1
Credit and partial credit given
for Spanish 101-102-201-202
For Information Contact:
Dr. Mercedes Junquera
Romance Language! Dept.
245 Snatxel Hal
372*053 / 3531643
$2,134 for 14 credit*
(Extensive Field Trip Included)

All residents have the privilege of using The Cherrywood Health Spa located at 8th and High St.

352-1195

214 Napoleon Rd.

THE ONLY WAY TO LEARN THE LANGUAGE
AND THE CULTURE IS TO BE THEREI

WINTHROP TERRACE
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER AND FALL OCCUPANCY

Valentines Day is
Friday February 14

Klotz Flower Farm

■Ma

=»t

LOOKING FOR THE SPANISH CLUSTER?

Pick up applications in 425 Student Services

ORDER
EARLY

$4.00 — eat in

expires 2-10-86

Master Oasiilh Miss Upsha«

V^j»

CANCER
SQCIFTY'

NEW YORK DAILY «WS

San Francisco had similar
questions to be answered after
Super Bowl XIX. This year,
quarterback Joe Montana
couldn't repeat his stellar
performance of 1964 when it
appearedhe could walk on
water. Halfback Wendall Tyler
and defensive end Fred Dean
had subpar years due to
injuries. Finally, it seemed the
49ers lacked the killer instinct.
All these factors contributed to a
subpar season for San
Francisco.
Chicago earned its Super Bowl
victory and deserves the glory
and hoopla that surrounds a
champion. But as San Francisco
has shown, it takes more than
one season to be a dynasty.

3'Iefcflora

353-8381

CRT • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKr • KKT • KKT • KKr • KKT • KKr • KKr • KKT • KK r
1

!

KAPPA KAPPA GAMMA

l

j

CONGRATULATES ITS NEW INITIATES

!4i

fnos^

■

;

*

»
J
j
»

\
i
'
i
*
\
1
2

Jennifer Boutelle
Nancy Braun
Suzy Burgman
Colleen Cavanaugh
Lori Christopher
Erin Curran
Sue Eberhart
Laura Fish
RochelleKram
Jodi Meese

Jennifer Moser
Nanci Niemela
Sherri Restifo
Liz Rice
Kana Ryan
June Shultz
Sherri Spaulding
Darby Strine
Beth Yoder
Susan Zettler

\
'
1
I
I
?
\
$

*
*
*
*
*
*

One and two bedroom apartments, furnished and unfurnished
Heat, Water, Cable, and Trash removal all included
On Site management
Full time Maintainance
Swimming Pools
Close to Grocery Stores, Shopping, and Banks

EARLY BIRD DISCOUNT
IF LEASE IS SIGNED
BEFORE MARCH 31

\

XT • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKT• • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKT • KKT • K :

3 Locations
* Palmer Avenue
* South Summit St.
•Napoleon Road

Office: 400 Napoleon Rd.
1

352-9135

9-5 weekdays, evenings by appointment

J

Classifieds
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Kappa Delta Informal Ruah
Tuesday. Fab 4. 9-10 pin.
Thursday, Fab. 6, 6-9 pm.
Tuesday. Fab 11.9-10 p m
Thursday. Feb 13 rnttaoon only
CM 362-7497 lor more information

LOST Gold chain bracelet very sentimental
pteoae return Iteaerd Cal 382-1172

COOP CORNER
CLEVELAND areo company null •
SHOWROOM SALESPERSON lor »•
eter.Frashmen or Soph buaeseaa or science
motor Paying position Cal Co-op 01c at
372-2451 or atop by 238 Admin Btdg
TECHHtCAl WRITER Cleveland aree Engeeh
or Technical Writing majors
compular
bexScground helpful Mual be at Most Junior E.
ceeenl pay SUMMER ONLVI
LOAN REVIEW COOP Toledo area SpringSummar anmerjate operang with major loan
company Jr or Sr Rnanca or Acctg aluoant
lor managarnant report essietance Wt halp
prepare Irand reports merman loan portfofcoe
eessst n Be anrj data loan reviews and balance
accounts SS 00 rrananum You can't paaa up
thai offer"
RETAH-FAtHION MEBCMANOISINQ ma|ors
for internship with national Cham Excellent pay.
fantastic start n Toledo area. SUMMER ONLV
Fua-hme
COAaWJTER SCIENCE CO-OP- Dayton Work
lor large federal agency Soph or Jr C S or
MIS majors W« conndei 2 5 QPA to work summar and next spring Superb experience, ex
caaant pay. future job opportunities'
DECORA TINO CEf»TER--Tok)do naada oeugn
merchandising students
Will work with
customers selecting colors patterns and
material for floors wale, and windows Parttime, spring summer and PAID"
ADVERTISING AOENCY Columbus naada
pubac rotations journalism advertising or communications majors lor SUMMER' Fulltime,
paying position

LOST HP 11C Calculator. Thursday Jen 30 n
120A Overman Reward II found PL£ ASE cal
372-3712; ask for Nancy
LOST LAOtES GOLD BULOVA WATCH WITH
DIAMOND-NEAR PSYCHOLOGY BUILDING
REWARD CALL 2-1514 IF F0UN0

Karen.
CongratukKtone on bang ■ new PI Phi angel' I
knew you could do I Be a good angel' Love.
Ksty

LOST LADSES GOLD WATCH ON WEST SIDE
Of CAMPUS WALKING TO MARK'S PUB ON
FPJOAY 1-31-86 IF FOUND. PLEASE CALL
372-6416

UL CHEF* JANELL0
COttGHATULATIONS ON YOUR ACTOATONl
THIS SEMESTER IS GOING TO BE A BLAST I
LOVE MY UTTLEII
GAMMA PHI LOVE AND MINE. AMY BETH
PS WANKS FOR fJftfAKWQ THE FAMILY
"TRAJXnOM1-

SERVICES OFFERED
FTOGNANT? tMNCERNS? Free pregnancy
Not Objective Into Cal now 354 HOPE
(4673) Mrs M. Th 12 neon 8pm T.W 10
am-2pm, Sat 12 noon 2pm

LSAT-MCAT-GMAT ORE
NTE-CPA R£V»*-NCLEX-RN
KAPLAN EDUCATIONAL CENTER
NO. 1 N TEST PREPARATION
(419) 536-3701 TOLEDO

TYPING SERVICES for el types ol capers at 75
cants par page (double spaced). 90 cants per
page for ckssertstlons 3523987 from 8
am -9 pm

Men's kV, Curing I Women's Racquetbal on
Mas ara due Wad .Fab 5 by 4 00 pm st 106
Studsrrl Roc Career

NCEO A sUBYtnTER-Cossge Student vrl
babysit any evening Experience with si ages
Cal Sue 372-3872

PTTZ.
I AM GOING TO RETIRE YOU FOR OOODI
SCOTCH

Abortion
Free Pregnancy Teal
Morning After Treatment Center for Choice
161 N. Michigan
Toledo. Ohio
(419)255-7769

RIDE NEEDED TO ft FROM EASTERN
MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY or sunoundng area
ttva wealiana wi hsfp generously with gas
money Please cal 372-5781 as soon as
posable
ROBYNKOUBA
HAPPY 21ST BIRTHDAY
I LOVE YOU
RICK

PERSONALS

Ruah Beta Thata PI LT Sat
TOMORROW1 Fab 6 7 30 9 30
Beta House-be there"

CALL CO-OP OFFICE 372-2451 or STOP BY
21e AdmlnletraMon Bldg
Want lo spend the SUMMER IN COLUMBUS
and earn 17.35-hr? Large company is looking
for human resource co-ope Stop by the Co-op
Office. 236 Adnwiistrstion immediately and t>
quire about thai exceeent opportunity or cal
372-2451

USQ
RAP WITH YOUR REP

•••AD CLUB*"
Our meeting on Wad Fat) Sal Include a
speaker from the Marketing Depl of Cedar
Point Please dress protessionaly and meal at
7 30 in 300 Moaeley
'"ACM Members'•'
Meeting TONIGHT
206 Hayes Hal
730
New members welcome!
Join the bast,
JOIN ACMIt
Appbcations tor scholarships offered through
the Ccesge ol Education tor the 1986-87
academic year are available in Room 365
education Bldg Candidates must M enroled m
the Ccesge ol Education to apply Deadtne for
returning applications is February 28. 1986
ATTENTION BUSINESS MAJORS
American Marketing Association Membership
Drive TODAY in me BA Lobby tram 9-3 30 end
xi Math Science from 9-3 Membership sign up
n Math Science ia open to Freshmen also
ATTENTION ELEMENTARY ED MAJORS AND
ELEMENTARY ED SPECIAL ED DUAL a TRIPLE MAJORS"! Final day lo apply lor Fal.
1986 MEP Thursday. February 13 Apples
non forms are avaaable m Room 529 Ed Bldg
DON! FORGET"!
Board of Black Cultural Activities
is sponsoring a
Gospel Extravaganza
Fab 16. 6 30 pm
Kobecker Hal
Tickets avaaable at University Hal
(5 in advance $6 at the door
COMMODORE 64128 USERS GROUP
Meeting Fab 6. 113A Hayes at 7 30 p m New
dieks wi be avaaabkt. into 352-4794
FREE Mastor Class with
Dawn Upshaw10 am Kobacker Hal
Moore Musical Arts Center
Like to win a semester s tuition? Buy an HSA
Tuition Rattle ticket' ONLY $1 per ticket ol 6
lor $5
Psi Chi presents "Happy Hours" for
Psychology majors
minors and facultyTONIGHT 7 to 9 at Main St
The next ASM meeting wi be Wed . Feb 5 at
7 30 pm m 200 Moeesay Connie Shaky of
Computer Services wil speak on MIS job opportunities tor new graduetee
There a stM time to apply lor The Wi
Center Internship. Summer Term -February IS
la the application deadline. Gain valuable
work eipenenee, job contacts * receive 12
hours credit! For more information OH The
Canter for Academe Options 2-8202
ATTENTION SELLING I SALES MANAGEMENT CLUB MEMBERSI
Meeting Wednesday night at 7 00. Town
Room. 3rd floor Union A sates representative
wfl be speaking Don't miss out on the fun
ATTENTION RACOUETBAU PLAYERS
There we be a Racquetbal Club meeting
Wednesday Feb 5 si 8.45 p.m. near g
courts m SRC Dues must be paid before the
Kant State- -OSU match on March 1 ftyouwiah
to participate
Only 1S days left-don't miss the opportunity lo
go to another University on Natconal Student
Exchange You can go to school out of stats
and st* pay m slate tuition Cal tor more Infor
rrartton. NOW' Center for Academic Options.
2-8202
APPLICATION DEADLINE FEB. 20
Society of Professional Journalists presents
Homer Bnckey business editor of the Toledo
Bfade and author of Master Manipulator Ha wfl
apeak on the financial rjownfal of Bel ft
Beckwith brokerage firm In Toledo Free and
Open to a* Proapechve members welcome
121 Weal Hal. Toreght. 7pm
STUDENT OfWANtZATIONS
LEADERSHIP WORKSHOPS
Monday. February 10
4 00 ■ 5.00 pm
Alumni Room. Unrversity Unxxi
CREATING CHANGE IN YOUR
ORGANIZATION ft SURVIVING"
Wayne CoMn. Director of Greek Lie
Sponsored by the
Office of Student Activities ft Orientation
nlcelk>
Women In Con
»)■ have a business meeting on Wedneeday.
Fab. I at I 00 p.m. In Founders Gold Lounge.
Spring limaalai agenda will be discussed t
near members are walooma. munchlee pro-

LOST ft FOUND
Found Book n 102 Henna Hal Monday 1 27.
372-2981 to identity
FOUND Par of prescription gasssee RerJctaVv
brown frames Picked up near the Urwersffy
Bofjaetota To casall cs* 372-1175
LOST CAT
Grey with rjktllncttva blue eyas.
I 354 8977

cal 2-5607 or

SPRING BREAK on the beach st South Padre
Island. Daytone Beech. Fort LaurJerrjete. Fort
Walton Beach or Mustang island Port Aranaaa
from only $89. and slung at Steamboat or Vat
from only $861 Deluxe lodgng. parties, goodie
begs, more
Hurry, cat Ouncnaas Tours for
more xiformatton and raasrvatons tcl free
1-800-321-591 1 TODAYi Whan your Spring
Break counts count on Sunchese

•PLAID•PLAID"
•PLAID1

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

tor 86 87 school

Sorority houeeboy
year n interested
25006

■GAMMA PHI CANADIAN ROADTRIPPERSCAROL is Marion a new country or a)
American?
KATHI Snowy Canadian dsneesnes can bs
hard on the knees, eeh?
OeMA -Are your shoes dry or |ust toaated?
CHRISSY So what actuaay happened from the
cortege lo the bridge'
Sisters Thanks for a great Umei -SUE

STEPHEN "CRASH" HONINGFORD
I can't beseve you had me audacity to make up
that personal In yesterday's paper trying to
frame Laura Wa al saw you do HI Thanks for
coming out that night Check I ..Tome
Sweeter knit tights
25 off
Jeans-N- 'Things
631 Ridge. Open tonne tfl 8 p.m.

Attention WtCt members (and friends)! Thsre
wfl be s business meeting on Wad . Feb 5 st
8 00 pm In Founders' Gold Lounge. Gat Involved with a professional communications
orgaruzsboni

Order rour Valentine Flowers Early
Floral Orketnsls
Sit E. Weooter 152 SIM

•FH.ANC1AL MANJ.OEMENT ASSOC.'
MEETING 1 30 WED FEB S
112 BA. 7 30 PM
MAJSOATOHY: CHICAGO TRIP INFO
NEW MEMBERS WELCOME

Welcome and good kick Ms aprtngl Oat payctv
ed lor a fun eemeeter wan our Mterhoodl Low.
me Saaars of SAI

ATTDITWM!
HOW ABOUT A LITTLE SALES MANAGEMENT IN YOUR LIFE? WEDMESOAY NIOHT
AT 7:00 PM IN THE TOWNC ROOM. MO
FLOOR UNION
M THEREI A BALES
l»E»lsESENTATIVE FROM XEROX WILL BE
SNEAKING SO COME ON DOWN AND GET A
LITTLE SALES MANAGEMENT m YOUR
Urtlll

SAIPIEDOES:
We love our BSsal Look Alve In SAI ' Love.
your Lkos rr>

Barrtaa Is now open for dinner Men Thurs .
4:00 pm-6 30 p m and a new Sunday
Brunch from 11 00 am -2 00 pm NOTE
Bentee wfl no longer be open weekday lun
chee
Christy recoiort.
Congrats on becoming a PI PN' We're so proud
of you and cant wait tfl Monmouth Duo
Kappa love. Paula and Jenny

The brothers ol Delta Tau Delta wkth to congratutate Jack Thomas and Barry Wurgter for
being named to USQ ft Oave Patton for being
epponted UB Juabce and IFC Cabinet

Cr»QI«TULAT10Ssa-STACIA OEKJERII
HA»PY 1ITH SIRTHOAY
•ABY-»AIITV-»AI«TY
LOVE-SUSAN A NO MONICA

GETAWAY THIS WEEKEND WITH UAO
MARDI GRAS H

THE FLORIDA FLYAWAY IS NOW A FREE
TRIP FOR 4 DETAILS AT MEMORIAL HALL
TICKET OFFICE

Coming Saturday Feb 15
Uptown and MTV
7th Anniversary Celebration

To my Sties Amy Beth and Meases.
I juat wanted to tol you how glad I am to heve
you as my "tie. mini Good Luck vital
Social Crewman and Amy Beth, you'l be a
wonderful Aaaattant Pledge Educator I am so
proud ol both of youlLove In TTKE. Jennifer

DEAREST VALENTINE.
ROSES ARE RED. YOUR ROOMMATE IS
BLUE
SO GIVE HER SOMETHING SPECIAL
LET ME DANCE FOR YOU
MALE DANCER BE MINE 372-6222

WANTED

HAPPY eaRTWOAY AROSEII
-GRUBBERS Of KAPPA SIGMA

1 female innrtwefla landed to stave 8 tejoparaon apt weji ma lor 88-87 school year.
I oat Jaca 372-5486

HA*f»Y sWtTWOAY MAISVBsii
DtANNA, FAITH AND LISA TOO
WISH A HAPPY DAY TO YOUI
MAY THE LORD BLESS YOU AND KEEP YOU
THRU THIS YEAR AMD MANY MORE TO

1 Mats roommate needed ASAP JlOO-mo
ran) 816 8*1 St . Apt. 6. Oaf 352-13B3 or
354-8712 for more Mormeson

Uptown and MTV
7th Anniversary Celebration
Coming Saturday Fab 15

FREE 4 MONTH OLD. WHITE FEMALE KITTEN CALL 352-4310
GREEN TAMBOURINE RECORDS
NEW HOURS TUES-SAT 1-10
167 CLOUGH 1 BLOCK EAST OF MAIN

USG meets every Monday at 7 00 m McFal
Center Assembly Room Come and voice your
opraona.
Want to Make Friends Have Fun
and Help Others?

J T'l Ptzzs
French Bread Ptoa-Omy $1.78
Phone 352-5475

Omega Phi Alpha Information Mght
Sunday. Fab 9. 8:00 Ohio Suite.
University Union

llouas tor rant, need 1 roommate, own room.
Cal Jan after 8 p m « 353-011B.

joee IIIBIU
Let I study herd end ksep s P M « M love you'
lOnry 192 more days1) Love. Joy

Needed. 2 roommates for 88-87 school year
a cal 354-6201 for more kilo.

NOT ONLY DOES THE etAJULAN TRAVEL
THROUGH THE RAM. HAIL, ETC. BO DO
flOSU TOUR OUtOES-DEPENOABlE IN ANY
TYPE OF WEATHER. IF YOU DON'T MELT IN
THE RAM AND ARE A DEPENDABLE "PEOPLE" PERSON, APPLY TO BE A CAMPUS
TOUR OUtOE. AeetiCATrONS ARE LOCATED
M 118 rYCFALL CEI4TER-OFFICE Of ADMISIKJNt MOMNMO FEB. 3RD-11TH. APPlrCATrONS WHl BE UMTTED TO THE FIRST 200
CAIeDtOATES. ANY FURTHER QUESTIONS
CAN IE ANSWERED AT Uttl ASK TO
SPEAK TO A T.Q.A I

HELP WANTED
AIRLINE HIRING BOOMI SI4-839.000!
Stewardesses. RsservaHorHets! Cat far
GuMa.Caaaans. fliessacvala.
19161944-4444 X UAW2
ChsmMry 125 Tutoring Heeded
Phone after 5 00
362-3282

J.T.'l Ptaa

10" Cheese Plna-Onty S1 75
Phone 352-5475

Come have fun and help others

JT'ePlus
16" Cheese PLua Only S3 75
Phone 352-6475

You and 3 friends can go lo Florida
FREE
Detest at Memorial Hal Ticket Office

J II Plus
14" Chases Plzza~Orey S2.75
Phone 352-5475

USQ USQ USQ USD USG USG USG USG

Together we wfl make III I love you'
•PP.
Stecey Teytor,
Congraluletlons on being elected 10 Alpha XI

twT

Exctttng summer )ob opportunrrlea Toledo River
Crukse Unas a looking for young adults with
outgoing S exciting pen>onaltles Jobs avaaable
n nseerosnons. gift ahop. wstar. aiHtrasiat,
mualoana 1 food preparations GRUMPS need
not apply Wrtte only, send reeume: DM
O'Connor, Toledo Rhw Crutee Unas, tit
Front It, Tossfle, OH 4*888.

Congrats on a kxj well dona both wtth the
pledges and aUNaUun. You truly outdid
yourestmi Good Luck with your upcoming In. Lin, Heidi t Ebes

I30VERNMENT JOBS $16,040 - S59.230-yr.
Now rwlng Cal 1 805 887 8000 EAR 9849
tor ourrem federal let.
INDIAN HEAD CAMPS, a private co-ed camp m
Pannayhanls wfl be Warvlaweig on campus
March 4 For information and apoKetona writ.
to SU Fnkeafeir.. 59 Cardhsl St., Peed Paver,
N Y. 10986

HoflsA Moore
Unkreraty Santos Award
Normnahori forms ara avaikkble
untl Fab. 14 ki 406 Student Servrcee

Part time ratal sales 12-15 hours Prater
beckground In Chnsban muse Cat 362 7389
between 3-6. MWf.
Ratable, kind. ChrtetJen female Sr or Grad StuOonf fo rve with eloarty Bdy a gtve her love i al
lermon Pnvale qtrs wtth bath. Meals t Satan/.
Present apt. contract can be assumed One
block from McFal Ctr Cat 353-9763 for appc«itment Belerencee required.
SUMMER JOBS
Cedar Poni Amusement Park wi interview on
campus Feb. 12 t 13 Contact Student
Employment Office.

For SsM 1979 Vega Good vrork or school car
Low mesa. S950 or bast offer Must set
I 362-7438

WatsHiarl. Bar t Stoola. Lrrtng room furniture
and ahaes. study isble and swivel chstni. Cal
364-8001 Mual set iMMSJalaty Beet offer
Also for seta. '76 Toyota Caeca Das! otter
' books Write for FREE
catalog roe Cmsrpnsas. 164 Manvfle. Bowing Green. OH 43402

FOR RENT
2 female roommates need to sateaest Haven'
House Apt. May I Feb rant pd Rant I
Cal Kami or Anne 2 1409. 2 2«7! f
'2 BEDROOM FURN I UNFURN '
•PFtVATE SLEEPING ROOMS"
Major UBakts t Cabal TV Fum
One half Block Off Camoua
CALL TOM
Mon.-frl 7 AM Noon 362-4873
Evarang t wkend 362-1800
USING S C U MODEL LEASE
2 male
$100

to sublsatl spartment Wfl pay
521 E. Many. 352-7346

>

Female roommate needed111
1 block from campus, own room, ranlr-'
$137 50-mo put utamaa Cal 362-5888 orl1
362-7754.
»
Houeee > Aprs for 86 87 school yeer
Smith Bogge Rentals Omen 532 Menvee. rear'
362-9467 between 12 • 4
'
Isniawa t Apartments does to campus. Loaaeibegin May t August. 1986 Phone 353-3855 '
Houses and 1 and 2 bdrm tumlehed acts Sum,
mar Issaas aval 352-7454
llouaea and Apartments close to campus lo
summer 1886 and 88-87 school yeer Call
1-287-3341.
Party Room
Cal 362-9378
mOFISTIN MANOR APARTMENTS
FULLY CARPETED. AIR CONDITIONED.
CABLE TV FURNISHED EFFICIENCY AND
LALMORY FACimES APPUCATIONS FOR
SUMMER AND FALL AT 461 THURSTIN AVE
ACROSS FROM OFFENHAUER TOWERS
362-5436
Two bedroom furnished spts for Fal
352-2863
roommste-Apt $175
, cable. HBO 354-0211lorMko
APARTMENTS NOW FOR RENT FOR TW;
SCHOOL YEAR le-47 AND THE SUMMER Of
88. APARTMENTS ARE COMPLETELY FUR
NMHED WTTH 2 BEDROOMS, CABLE TV, All
C0NDnK3NM0, LAUNDRY AND PARKIN!
FACHITieS. ALL UTILITIES EXCEPT ELEC
TMCTTY IS PAID IY OWNER. RENT It SSM
FOR THE SUMMER "as" FOR THE APART'
MENT. FOR THE SCHOOL YEAR SM7
RENT IS SS7S PER SEMESTER WITH 4 PEO
PIE CALL TIM AT MIFF APARTMENT:
M2-71S2 AFTER 5:00 P.M.

FOR SALE
'78 Reneut Le Car. sunroof. AM-FM saarao, 4
spd $«95-or offer 352-8958 or 353-8877

CARTY RENTALS
Apartments for
1-2-3-4 Students
Office hours 11 AM 4PM
AI318E. Many Apt. 3
or phone anyttme for mlormshOn
362-7386

.Classified Information.
Mail-In Form

The BG News
DEADLINE: Two days prior to publication no later than 4 p.m.

(The BG News Is not responsible for postal service delays)
RATES: per ad are 60' per line. $1.80 minimum.

DAILY CROSSWORD PUZZLE

SO' extra per ad lor bold type.
Approximately 35-45 spaces per Hne.

MHcd b> Trade Michel Jiffe
ACROSS
1 Gel
5 See 36 Actoss
'0 Seasonal wish
With W Across
13 Panda
Hunan dinner
14 Widow
15 Before star
o* won
16 See 62 Across
19 Homily
'0' Sftorl
20 Fnenrj of Oa«iO
and Solomon
21 Slowed cargo
22 P»oe*n
2« Fieurde —
2*» Hones) —
26 Seasonally
adorned
Ji Footnote
aDtx
34 OneDornunde'
the >am ss.gr
3b Chee- nea.u
•oon.l me
pmata
)*> Seasona>
Words W-|t>
SAi'OSS
40 Aii.ng
4' Actor Jeremy
42 G»ee* -eiie'S
43 P'ecip-tat-nQ
Oecemoe' Sty if
45 Contains*
47 Tieiab'ic
46 Saiad
ingredient
W Emmy km
W More than
piymp
V Bagei topping
56 See to Across
6t Seine'tMder
62 Seasonal wish
with 16 Across
63 Rare Bird
64 Prints* S
measures
65 Poteo'
seasonal
•merest
66 Spar
DOWN
t Like a tine
fall day
2 Cruise snip
3 Red pigment
4 Goif gadget

5
6
'
8
9
10
11
12
15

Beginner
Rhone feeder
LonoOrigida
Wheel
Drive on
Prod
Erstwhile
Courageous act
Last Out not

'7 Spouse of
Je/eoe*
16 LimDe'
23 Oecune

44 Ctean the
siate
45 Creche figure
46 Sometime
Asian
precursor
46 Face with
stones or
bricits
49 One of tne
Masseys
50 'irnebe'ore me
<oes

I*
12
)i
34
if
36
39

1

•

i

.Phone#.

Please print your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish H to appear:
(Circle words you wish to appear in bold type)
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1
I'1
HI
.H"

.H'
PM
1

N

aH

CI*ssrHcttlon In which you wish your ad to •ppttr:
Ctmput a City EventsLost A Found

Wanted
Help Wanted
For Salt
RMM
For Rent
Servlcet Offered
Valentine Metssge
PavaonalB
•Campus/City Eeent ads art published free of charge for one day for t non-profit event or meeting only

''

M
•G

CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM
Name

'

•1

NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete Information. Please
corne to 214 West Hall Immediately if there Is an error in your ad. 7ht» BG News will not be
responsible lor typographical errors in classified ada for more than two consecutive Insertions.

(For bang purposes only)

'■

IH

PREPAYMENT is required lor all non-university related business and Individuals.

Address
Social Security # or Account #

0

l

(try,
52 Orchestral
instrument
53 Reediike
54 Luck OuDlm
Style
55 Frogner Pa",
cny
56 Lager
is
59 Naut»cai
60
Kippur

wite
Souee/e
Sem.s
De<iS"»esnoui
M.ss Onoe'S
TyiK.sn
o't'Ciais
Egyptian
goddess
'en ltj. .nWmn.e Pu
Protil *..ti»•or inon
Cnemicai
e>em«nts
Soiou-"
Os eyeddietv

"
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■;

orHBseii

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE

24 Jrll (JLJ S'l'St

26
2'
26
29
JO
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H'
1"
.H'
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Detet of Insertion

v

V
•1

R
II

»J

Cnaap

Farm houee for rent next 10 BG Heated Indoork
pool. AJao pasture t bam for horse. Cal'
364-1625.
•-

ELECTTflCIANS
APPRENTICESHIP
C*^>mjNITY
(Man t Womsnl
The Toledo Edectrical Join Appranncaarep and
Tnanhg Committee wfl be eooepang appaca■ona for aporanhceshlp from Febmery 1.1SB8
Ihrougri February 14, leM Aooscstlons wfl be
i Hath al the Apprenticeship Training Center.
803 Ume City Road, noaaiord. Ohio (behind
Local 8) from 1fM8 a.m fa Noon, Mondey
through Friday H you ara between 18 and 26
fTnckaaVa) years of sga (up to 30 for rjuaatytng
veterans!, heve sucosasfuty saaajeaaat one
year of algaora heve a high school dsplorria and
are In good heath, you quelfy to apply for said
Program YOU MUST APPLY M PERSON. An
Eoaal Oaaatltjally tasaton..

WEDNESDAY NCTE MOVIES
•:J0"AVIewloaK»l"wtthR.Moora11:30
"Flescri" wkrfi Chery Chaea
TACO'S 3 for II .00 s-11 pyn
NO COVER
MAM ST.
38J-J70J

Young Concert Artist Sanaa
preaeiili
Soprano. DAWN UPSHAW
TONIGHT'
BGSU atudant RUSH TICKETS S1
Have vaU BOSU I D and
SI ready

Apartment furrkefiinga S accasaortss
pnoss Fveninga 352 1220

3-0 psoras to sutllaaM house for summer
Washer-dryer. mmowa»e. 3 one-half bdnn . 2
bath. Mrjnj data* oat 2-4154.

WE LOVE YOU tWEETIEI

WANT Tl* CHANCE TO MEET ItlTEnYEtTMO
PEOPLE FROM ALL WALK! OF LIFE? NOI
YOU NEEDN'T TRAVEL ABROAD. ITAY
HERE. STILL ATTEND 8 O.S.U.. AND BE A
CAJaPUS TOUR OUtOE. APPLICATIONS ARE
LOCATED M 110 MCFALL CENTE^OfFICE
OF ADMISSSIONS SEQINNINO FIB.
SRO-1ITH. APPUCATIONS WkU BE LIMITED
TO THE FIRST 200 CANDIDATES.

1878 vw scnocco
75.800 MUES S2.250
384-0811-STEVE

Nfcon Em 36 mm camera wNh 1:18 50 mm
kma. Faah S carrying case tor sale For info.
eel 363-8206

OfSOURS WANTING BRACE IN THE Use KEY
MUST CALL TRACY PARKER: 354-1717 OR
THE KEY OrTICE: 373-eOeo BY fBt, Fa*. T.
DON'T LET YOUH OBOUR BE LEFT OUT!

To our hoeta the Sigma Chis
N was vary hard lo say good-bye
The Super Tea asaa |uat out-s-etght
We'll fane to do n again some ntgfrlf
-The staters of PI Bats Phi

ItTS REOAL. Aft. AM-FM EXCELLENTII
BODY. 80.000 MILES S2B0O OR BEST OF
FER 353-7802.

Coupon book tor sate S86 00
Cat Susan or Lura
2-1310 or 2-1319

-The brothers ol Kappa Sigma
Thanks to si ol the ZBTs who hasped me with
Mha's surprise party I coutdn t have cone H
without you A special thanka to Mike 8 Jo*.
Doug. Rick. Tom. Steve, end Jeff You guys ara
the GREATEST' ove. Jennifer
PS Were you surprised Mike?

1872 GMC JaltTly. new engine, tkea. brakee.
role bar Body In good oond aaUng S2.20O 00
or beat offer 362-6002

I
Total number of dayt to appear.

Mall to: (On or Off-Campus Mall)
The BG News
214 Weal HaH BGSU
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
(Checks payable to The BG News)
Phorte: 372-2801
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